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In the present literature one finds many useful studies [1]. [2], [3], 

[4] on the problem of finding an optimal ordering of a given set of jobs 

to be processed on a given group of machines. In all these studies, the 

processing times of all the johs are assumed to be known and fixed. 

However, when the processing times are not deterministic but are random 

variables, one of the objectives to consider is the minimization of the 

expected time elapsed from the start of first job on the first machine 

till the processing of last job on last machine. This problem was dis

cussed by Toji Makino [5] in case of two jobs-two machines and two 

jobs-three machines when the processing times follow exponential dis

tributions and Erlang distributions. In this note we discuss the problem 

when there are more than two jobs to be processed on two machines 

and when the processing times are exponentially distributed. The case 

of 2 jobs with 3 machines is also comidered. 

1. Two Machine Case 

Let the machine be A and B and without loss of generality, we 
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take A to be the first machine and B to be the second machine. 

Ai=processing time of job i on machine A, i=1,2, ... ,n 

Bi=processing time of job i on machine B, i=1,2, ... ,n 

Xi=idle time on machine B immediately before the ith item comes 

onto it. 

Let us assume that Ai and R follow exponential dist· ibution with 

parameters ai and hi respectively, ie., Prob. (A i «t)=l-exp(-tai). As 

is usual in the sequencing problems we .assume the following:-

(a) No machine may process more than one job at any given time and 

each job once started must be processed to completion. 

Cb) All jobs arc considered equal in importance, i.e. there are no due 

dates. 

Cc) Jobs are processed by the machines as soon as possible. 

(d) In-process inventory is allowable. 

Total time elapsed [1] T(n) for the schedule 

n n 
s=(1,2·· ·,n) IS T(n)= E B i + I: X 

;=1 ;=1 

Where 

n l, 1 n n-l 

E X=max(Ah E Ai- E Bi,· .. , I: Ai- I: Bi ) 
.=1 ;=1 ;=1 ;=1 i=1 

and the objective will be to minimi7e 

n 
Y(s)=E[E Xi] 

;=1 

(1) 

which is the expected cumulated idle time on machine B, the minimum 

being taken over all possible n! sequences. 
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1.1 Case when n=3 
3 

Y(s)=E(L: X)=E[max (Ah A1 +Aa-Bb A1 +Az+Aa-BI-Bz)] 
i=1 

=E[max (0, A.-Bb A2+Aa-B1-B:)]+ l/a1 

=E[max (B1-A., 0, Aa-B:)]+ l/al + l/ai-l/b1 

=E[max (Zh 0, Zz)]+ 1/a1 + l/az-l/b1 

Where Zl = B1 - AI, Z2 = Aa - B:. Note that Zh Z. are independent random 

vari~bles. Let fi(Z1),ft.(ZZ) be the p.d.t:'s of Zh Z2 respectively, then 

Y(s) = ~; Ad). [-~ {(ro,fi(Z1)dz1)(tooft.(Zs)dZz)}] 

+_1_+_1 ___ 1_ 
a1 a. . b1 

(2) 

It can be easily shQwn that p.d.f. off(z) of R.V.Z=A-B where A and 

Bare exponentially distributed with parameters a and b respectively is 

{
(ab/a+b) exp(bz) z<O 

fez) = (ab/a+b) exp (-aZ) Z>o 

From (2) we can, after some easy simplifications obtain 

Here s is the sequence (1,2,3) of jobs. Consider the sequence s10btained 

from s by interchanging the first two jobs in s, i.e. s1=(2, 1,3). s is 

preferable to S1 i.e. job I precedes job 2 if Y(s)- Y(S1) ,,0. y(S1) is obtained 

by interchanging subscript I, and 2 of a, and b in (3). It can be snown 

that s is preferable to S1 if and only if 

(4) 

Similarly it can be verified that job j precedes job j+ I if 

(5) 
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Further, the above relation is transitive i.e. if 1 precedes 2, and 2 precedes 

3, then 1 precedes 3 for I precedes 2 -+ al +bl~al+bl and 2 precedes 

3 -+ a2+bS;;;'as+b2. By adding we get al +bS~a8+bl -+ I precedes 3. It 

can be recalled that in the case of fixed A's and B's the criterion for 

the precedence of j over (j+ I) is 

It is interesting to note that in the random case when the process times 

are exponentially distributed, E[min (A" Bj+l)] < E[min (A1+h BJ)]-+ 

aJ+b1+l > aj+l +b j which is the criteria we have obtained for the pre

cedence of j over U+ I) in the optimal sequence. The criterion for the 

interchange also holds for n=4. We believe that the criterion is true 

for any n. We have however not been able to prove this. Toji Makino 

[5] considered the 2 jobs-2 machine case and in deriving the criterion 

used the moment generating functions to obtain the expected total 

elapsed time. Our approach is simpler than his for n=2, and we con

sidered the cases n=3 & n=4 as well. 

2. Three Machine Case 

Let us take C to be the third machine and Ci to be the processing 

time of job i on machine C, i= 1, 2, .. " n. Let Ci follow exponential 

distribution with parameters Ci. Ti=idle time on the machine C imme

diately before the ith item comes onto it. Let Yes) denote again the 

total expected idle time on machine C for the sequence s. 

2.1 Case when n=2 

It is easy to see that 

2 

Y(s)=ECE Ti)=E[max (AI +Bh Al +A2+B2-Ch BI +B2+AI-CI)] 
i=1 

=E[max (0,A2+B2-BI-Ch B2-CI)]+ llal + I/bt 

=E[max (Cl-B2, A2-B" 0)]+ llal + I/b l + I/b2-l/cl 
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Then 

Here s=(1,2). For comparison with the schedule sl=(2, 1), Yes!) can be 

easily obtained from (7) by interchanging the subscripts 1,2 of a, band 

c. Expression (7) for the expected total idle time is much simpler than 

one given by T. Makino [5]. 

The author is grateful to Dr. M. Raghavachari, Indian Institute 

of Management, Ahmedabad, for his valuable guidance and encourage

ment. 
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